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Executive Summary 

The Aventine Canadian Equity Fund is one month shy of its 3-year anniversary and we anticipate 

celebrating an exceptionally positive result.  Strong year to date returns have been powered by a mix of 

positive earnings results and the realization of two friendly take-over offers for portfolio companies, 

welcome catalysts after a long drought.  Despite encouraging economic data, the market is in rich 

territory based on many different valuation metrics – the phrase “priced for perfection” comes to mind.  

As a result we’ve been building up our cash position and book of hedges (downside protection) in the 

event that the recent rally runs out of steam and we can put some capital back to work at lower prices.  

 

Fund Performance and Commentary 

  Performance, Net of Fees                     Periods > 1Yr. are annualized   Risk                        Annualized 

 1Mo. 3Mo. 6Mo. 1Yr. 2yr. Incep.*  Vol. Beta Corr. 

ACE 2.1% 5.9% 7.6% 16.9% 9.1% 10.1%  11.4% 0.69 0.51 

BM 0.2% 2.7% 6.9% 23.2% 3.6% 5.5%  8.2% 1.00 1.00 

* The Aventine Canadian Equity Fund was launched on March 31, 2014.   

“ACE” is the Aventine Canadian Equity Fund.  “BM” is Benchmark.  The Benchmark is the S&P/TSX Composite Total Return Index.  Volatility is calculated as the 
annualized standard deviation of monthly total returns.  Beta and Correlation of the Fund are calculated against the Benchmark.   

 

February was strong for the ACE Fund as we posted a return of +2.1% after all fees versus the Canadian 

market at 0.2%.   A large portion of the month’s gains came from two takeovers – one of which we 

noted in our January commentary.  The portfolio is performing very well fundamentally and as a result 

the companies in our “quality” basket have made a significant contribution to returns during the strong 

earnings season.  This recent period of outperformance (we are up 5.9% over the past three months 

compared to the Canadian market up 2.7%) has pushed the ACE Fund into the top 5% of all Canadian 

Equity funds since our inception 2 years and 11 months ago. While there are no universal rules when it 

comes to assessing a fund manager’s skill or ability, their “trailing three-year performance” tends to 

carry a disproportionate amount of weight in the eyes of investors.  It seems to strike the proper 

balance between being both a “long term” result as well as a “current” one.  

http://aventine.ca/manager-letter/ace-fund-january-2017-manager-letter/
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To illustrate, many of the asset allocators and family offices we speak with maintain the policy that 

they simply won’t invest with firms whose funds don’t have 3-plus years of track record.  At the same 

time friends of ours at more mature shops - who have track records of several decades - tell us that an 

excellent twenty year record may get them a meeting, but if performance over more recent time periods 

is mediocre they’ll more often than not leave that meeting empty handed.  The point here is that 

regardless of how you slice it, having a very strong three-year track record is extremely important and 

we are very pleased that our record stacks up exceptionally well.   

Catalyst Ahoy! 

In our commentary last month we referenced the frustrating drought of catalysts that had fallen over 

the portfolio in 2016.  When the majority of your portfolio is made up of undervalued mid-sized 

Canadian companies, it’s reasonable to expect that occasionally something exciting – like a takeover 

bid – will occur and propel a company’s share price towards “full” value.  We hadn’t experienced any 

meaningful deals in the portfolio for a full year, despite expecting several to materialize.  Thankfully this 

situation was rectified in February. 

When we wrote last month about the takeover of RDM Corp by a US competitor in early February we 

were hopeful that we finally broke the ice for a return of catalysts to the portfolio.  As it turns out 

almost as soon as our commentary was published another fund holding, Halogen Software (HGN.TO), 

announced that they had also agreed to be acquired by a US competitor.  Unfortunately, because we 

hadn’t yet built our full 5% weight in Halogen (we were using our recycled proceeds from the RDM deal!) 

we weren’t able to fully capture the benefits of this takeover. Nevertheless, it was still a meaningful and 

very welcome gain for the ACE portfolio last month.    

Halogen was purchased by Saba Software, a private company based in California at a 20% premium to 

our average cost.  While this was at the low end of our range of potential takeover valuations, we 

recognize that there was above average uncertainty surrounding the company as revenue growth 

trends in their core business (cloud based software solutions to corporate Human Resource 

departments) were poor.  Given that we have had two solid Canadian technology companies acquired 

by US peers, we can’t help but feel some optimism as we look about the small-mid cap technology 

sector and wonder who may be next.  

Market Outlook  

Our outlook on the overall market remains tilted towards the bullish side.  The optimist in us notes that 

the weight of global economic data continues to be very strong, with recent indicators consistent with 

3.5-4.0% global growth.  The labour and credit markets are healthy and confidence is high – even 

recent underperformers like Japan and the Eurozone are on the upswing. To contrast, the pessimist in 

us sees equity valuations (broad market – not our portfolio) that are near their highest levels of the past 

25 years and narrowing leadership while investor sentiment measures continue to shoot off the charts.  

It’s clear the stock market is currently anticipating great things for the future given simultaneous sharp 

increases in both forward earnings multiples and interest rate expectations.  Many investors feel that 

this expectations gap is too wide and that there is downside risk if the future is less rosy than what 

stocks are currently pricing in. As noted in last month’s commentary, we think that the majority of this 

gap is attributable to Trump’s proposed initiatives on US tax reform, de-regulation and infrastructure.  

Presently, the market is giving US Congressional leaders the benefit of the doubt, but infighting 

abounds and the potential for disappointment on this front is high.  

We have used the recent portfolio takeovers as an opportunity to start building our cash position back 

up and have also taken advantage of very low volatility to add some inexpensive protection (put 
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options) against declines in the TSX and the S&P 500.  Portfolio insurance rarely comes as cheap as it 

is right now.  Volatility is a key input into the cost of hedging and a benchmark volatility index called the 

“VIX” is presently at one of its lowest levels of the past 27 years (see below).  

 

Although the Fund has been building up its cash and hedge positions, we should be clear that we don’t 

expect a 2015 type market crash or the return to a bear market environment.  We firmly believe that 

bear markets do not magically occur while financial conditions are strong, earnings growth is 

accelerating and the near-term recession probability is close to zero.  We do believe, however, that we 

could easily see a quick correction (+/-5% range) given the strong run markets have enjoyed since the 

US election.  When we think about triggers, the US Federal Reserve is near the top of the list.  Recent 

posturing by Janet Yellen and her crew has made it clear that they desire to raise interest rates again in 

March, much sooner than was expected a few weeks ago.  It appears as though the market is 

comfortable digesting a March rate hike given recent economic strength, but it could get spooked if the 

Fed adopts an increasingly hawkish tone and suggests the pace of future tightening may accelerate 

sharply.   

As an accompaniment to the foregoing, we thought we would include the below chart to illustrate why 

we would be buyers of a Fed-driven market correction.  As per history, it’s not until the 10 year bond 

yield rises above 5% (the vertical orange line) that stocks and bonds begin to correlate in a negative 

way.  Even adjusting for a lower terminal rate this cycle (i.e. a 3% Fed Funds Rate instead of the 5% 

illustrated below) we are still in the early innings of this tightening campaign.  Our suggestion is to 

watch valuation multiples, which tend to peak earlier in the rate hike cycle than prices, but to continue 

buying the dips, as opposed to selling the rallies (for now).   
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Final Thoughts 

As we mentioned in our opening we are in the final month of our first “trailing 3-year” track record and 

we couldn’t be more excited to be hitting this milestone.  We want to thank our early investors who had 

the confidence to invest alongside us since our launch and we hope that this achievement encourages 

many new individuals to join us as partners in the ACE Fund.   

Best wishes for the coming month.  We welcome any feedback on the new setup for our monthly 

commentary and encourage you to review our initial Manager Letter for the Stable Income Fund.  

Please feel free to reach out if you have any questions or would like to learn more about Stable Income. 

Sincerely, 

 

    

Jim Pottow, CFA    James Telfser, CFA 
jp@aventine.ca    jt@aventine.ca 
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